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dog-friendly
Madrid

Your essentials in Madrid



Welcome to Madrid!

We have great news to share with you: everyday there are more

bussinessmen and brands joining and including a dog-friendly

policy in their establishments. In fact, Madrid is one of the best

cities in the world to travel with animals.

Let us introduce you to a guide full of different plans and

activities to do in the city. We hope you enjoy this tailored made

dog-friendly guide that Only YOU Hotel Atocha has made for

you.

WOOF! WOOF!



Let's go for a walk

ENRIQUE TIERNO GALVÁN
PARK
 2,5 km distance from Only YOU Hotel Atocha.

This park has 45 hectareas of green 
 spaces. It has an specific dog area, a
duck pond and lots of grass where they
can run free in a very familiar
environment.

 

Do you want your dog to run free and have fun with  

another doggies?

 

There is no better way to do it than in one of the

most iconic parks Madrid has to offer with different

areas enables for them.

 

RETIRO PARK

400 m distance from Only YOU Hotel Atocha.

The lung of the city perfect for
doggies. Ideal for taking walks, doing
excersise or having a snack in front of
its amazing lake. It has different agility
areas and spaces enable for dogs
where they can run free without a leash
at certain times in winter (06:00-22:00)
and summer (06:00-0:00).
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Lets's go for a walk

DEBOD TEMPLE GARDENS

3,6 km distance from Only YOU Hotel Atocha.

Dogs also love pretty sunsets and calm
environments.

We suggest you to contemplate how
the sun sets in a magic and beautiful
space such a Debod Temple. 

MADRID RÍO

3,5 km distance from Only YOU Hotel Atocha.

Some say that Madrid has no shore.
However, we do have amazing areas
like Madrid Rio that make us believe
theres no need to have it.
Dogs can walk through its green spaces
and socialize with other doggies.
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Where to eat

MARICASTAÑAFEDERAL CAFÉ

Pl. del Conde de Barajas, 3 Corred. Baja de San Pablo, 12

2,2 km distance from Only YOU 
Hotel Atocha.

EL PERRO Y LA
GALLETA

 C. Claudio Coello, 1

1,6 km distance from Only YOU Hotel
Atocha.

MAGASAND

 C. de Columela, 4

1,7 km distance from Only YOU Hotel
Atocha.

2,6 km distance from Only YOU Hotel
Atocha.

SUPERCHULO
MADRID

C. de Manuela Malasaña, 11

3,2 km distance from Only YOU 
Hotel Atocha.

FELLINA

C. de Caracas, 21

3 km distance from Only YOU 
Hotel Atocha.
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Putting the icing on the cake after a great touristic

journey in Madrid, nothing better than enjoying a

delicious gastronomic offer in one of the numerous

establisments enabled for pets. Different spaces for

you to choose from, here you have our favourite

restaurants:



In Madrid it's possible to live a unique experience with your
lifetime friend at Madrid's drive-in. You can watch a movie
outdoors from your car or in the seating area. Madrid's drive-
in is a #petfriendly space where dogs are super welcome with
no cost associated. Also, every Thrusday takes place 'Dog's
afternoon' an event where you can bring your dog with you
and enjoy 2x1 in popcorn.

TAKE YOUR DOG TO
MADRID'S DRIVE-IN

Activities

Every year, in October, Madrid organizes a very doggy
sportive event: Perrotón Marathon. A solidary race for the
adoption and responsible ownership of pets. A friendly
environment where both pets and people can discover the
main venues the city has to offer.

JOIN 'PERROTÓN'
MARATHON
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Activities

Did you know that during this festivitie, people take their

pets to San Antón Church, the saint of pets, to bless them?

Every year, around the 17th of January, Madrid celebrates

the festivitie of San Antonio Abad. You can enjoy this

beautiful tradition with your faithful friend as well as buy

bread and receive blessings in the church.

SAN ANTÓN FESTIVITIES

In the town of Brunete (28 km distance from Madrid) you

will find the first dog campus with 30.000 square meters.

There's a pool with easy access for both scary and old pets.

An ideal place for playing with your dog, doing exercise,

listening to music...etc. It's a space made for your special

one.

A VISIT TO THE DOG
CAMPUS
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Activities

Would you like to have an unforgettable memory of your

stay in Madrid? There are photographers specialized in

capturing the best angle of your favourite pet. If you don't

know where to head off to, write down the name of Emilio

Cuenca, better known as the dogs photographer. He has a

private studio or, if you wish, the photoshoot can take

place on the street o wherever you want.

PHOTOSHOOT

We have a plan you can't say no to. If you are a vivid lover

of culture and art, you should not miss heading to an

exhibition with you dog. Fortunately, nowadays, there are

more museums that allow dogs inside. Here we mention a

couple of options for you to have a look at: 

HEAD TO AN EXHIBITION
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ABC MUSEUM
C. de Amaniel, 29

FUNDACIÓN CANAL
C. de Mateo Inurria, 2

NATURAL SCIENCE MUSEUM

 C. de José Gutiérrez Abascal, 2



FANCY A TREAT?

Our furry friends also like to be
treated and taken care of when
they travel. If you want to spoilt

them a bit more, you need to head
to an specialized shop. 

A good option is:

A shop where you will find quality
products and healthy food for any

kind of dog.

Our little friends only need to speak
and read! In Madrid there are
bookstores where our pets are
welcome. If you like reading and
fancy drinking a coffee between
books, take a look to the following 
 bookstores:

A GOOD BOOK?
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Let's go shopping

NATURANIMAL PANTHA REI

NAKAMA LIB

LA INFINITO

C. Marqués de Santa Ana, 9  / C. San Mateo, 16 C. Hernán Cortés, 7

C. Pelayo, 22

C. Tres peces, 22



If you need a taxi to do any of the plans we have

suggested in the guide, you're in luck! Most of private

taxis allow dogs as long as they go inside their carrier and

the driver is notified in advance.

TaxiGuau or Mascotaxi are two companies specialized in

carrying pets.

DO YOU NEED A TAXI DOG-FRIENDLY?

Let us introduce you to the best dog's groomers in

Madrid: Gentlecan. There you'll find services such as

cutting, relaxing baths or a wide list of treatments

specially made for your dog. It is located at Calle

Menorca, 1.

GENTLECAN
SPA FOR STYLISH DOGS 
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Essentials

If during your trip you have an important commitment, a

meeting or simply your to-dos don't allow you to give all

the love and attention to your faithful friend, we present

you Snau. A platform made to help manage the well-being

of our dogs. They offer all kind of services, from daily

walks, trining, daycare or dog residence.

SNAU
PERSONALIZED HELP




